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Comments 
 

Both consultation documents overall are very easy to read, which welcomed and valued.   

The opportunity given to comment on both drafts is also welcomed.   The following 

comments are intended to help to explain where uncertainty appears to exist that it 

may be possible to amend in the final versions. 

 

Playing Pitch Strategy  (Consultation Draft) 
 

The brief for the draft document reads:  

  

1.5  “To ensure that the strategy is tailored to the needs of Torbay and 

reflective of the aspirations of the local sporting community, a comprehensive 

programme of consultation and engagement has been undertaken.” 

 
It is not clear if this might have limited the scope of the study unintentionally as it is not 

clear how far use of Playing Pitches by residents of neighbouring districts and visitors 

has been included ?   It would be helpful to see stated how far the document has taken 

into account for example in the the SOs as referred to in Section 3 below. 

  

1.24   Population projections suggest that, whilst the total population of Torbay is likely 

to increase by about 5.8% (or +7,638 people) in the period 2011-2021, the proportion of 

residents most likely to play pitch sports is likely to increase by only 1.7% (or +583). 

Within this overall increase in the ‘pitch sport’ age group, the ‘Junior Sport’ (10 -19 age 

group)will see a fall in numbers of about -771, and the ‘Adult Pitch Sport’ (20-34 age 

group) will see an increase in numbers of about +1,354 over the same period. These 

population trends will have implications for future provision for pitch sports. 

 

The consultation draft does not appear to make reference to use of pitches by people 

from: 

(1)  neighbouring Teignbridge or S.Hams[assuming Torbay`s facilities are, or could 

potentially become, better than theirs] 

(2)  use opportunities by tourists. 

 

It is not clear therefore if the document has recorded the impact on local use/take-up 

of Playing Pitches by the presence of the above-mentioned 2 groups.  This relates back 

to the overall comment on the uncertainty they may have arisen about the focus on 

meeting local needs  1.12 ”To meet local needs” [i.e. within existing clubs + other 

organisations:  which implies that it might not have had visitors in mind but then diverts 

in 1.16 by referring to Torbay Council’s draft` Policy SC2 – Sport, leisure & recreation`; 

which in turn refers to “wider social & economic benefits” but does not enlarge on this 

aspect. 
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1.20 + 1.26 refer to “latent demand”, which might mean potentially within and outside 

Torbay, but the document does not discuss this point.  At 1.31 “supply & demand”are 

discussed [re pitches] but is not clear if this is demand internal to Torbay only and adds 

to the risk of confusion of understanding of the limits of “latent demand” being referred 

to. 

 

2.31  Football: Key issues to address - Future demand re pitches, but no specific 

comment on ‘external` demand, only a discussion on pitches per se. 

 

2.51 dual function (on public open space) as enjoyed by locals and visitors too. 

 

2.55   used by Language Schools, Rugby Festivals, & Tournaments`, which appears to be 

the only reference to the study’s inclusion of `outsiders` 

 

2.58 `Turn up and Play`, obviously also open to visitors, but not mentioned specifically, 

so clarification would be helpful.   Notably only Football appears to be `open` to non-

member participation.   See also 2.136 ] 

 

2.118  `other sports` – Again the document does not appear to consider Visitors under 

this category, not even under `Summer League`.   There could a a Visitors Summer 

League, or allow Visitors to participate in the Summer league even though the Visitors 

Team members would change. 

 

Section 3 = Framework for the future delivery of Playing pitch provision across Torbay. 

 

The Framework`s principles are set out in 3.2 and in 3.4 it recommends the 

enhancement of various SOs 

  

3.4 - SO16 (page 39) refers to `Visitors to Torbay` in its heading 

SO9 is written in general terms so could include `Visitors` 

SO11 [matters to be addressed]  - see 2nd Bullet Point which refers to `Visitors` 

SO13 [Justification] refers to `Sporting tourists and Visitors to Torbay` 

 

TABLE 1 (no page number) replicates many of the above-mentioned SOs but makes no 

reference to Visitors except in the heading of SO16 

 

TABLE 2  (no page number) only lists Pitch sites and comments. 

 

Section 5 (pages 68 + 69 which follow TABLE 2) = Implementation, Monitoring & 

Review  is a generalized reference.  There are several Leisure Parks and Holiday Villages 

that historically used to be referred to as `holiday camps` in Brixham and Paignton 

where people stay, which also have open areas for games etc, but the study make no 

reference to these.   Similarly there is no reference to the importance of spectator areas 

needed for supporters / parents etc.  
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Sports Facilities Strategy  (Consultation Draft) 

 
It is noted that in this document the term Sports is used in a more general manner than 

in the strictly competitive sense. 

 

1.6  The document`s remit is not appear to be as concisely set out, but is made up more 

of a mixture.  It relates to 3 `tenets of Sport England` and in 1.7 `supporting documents`[ 

which do not include Turning The Tide,  which needs to be included bearing in mind it is 

Torbay Council’s Tourism strategy for Torbay. 

 

As with the Playing Pitch Strategy, the Sports Facilities Needs and Assessments Strategy 

draft does not appear to make reference to use of facilities by people from: 

 

(1)  neighbouring Teignbridge or S.Hams[assuming Torbay`s facilities are, or could 

potentially become, better than in those areas] 

(2)  use opportunities by tourists. 

 

The document does not therefore appear to record the impact on local use/take-up of 

facilities by the presence of the above-mentioned 2 groups, or promotion of facilities to 

these 2 groups. 

 

Use opportunities by tourists. – the draft consultation document`s comments on this 

issue seem sketchy, and do not seem to address how Torbay’s visitor population is to be 

taken into account [see 1.46 ].  It appears to recognise this to be an issue, but in the 

current draft appears almost to ignore it.   The following sections make oblique 

reference to factors which relate to use opportunities by tourists: 

  

1.9  2nd Bullet Point refers to `outline current demand` 

  

1.10  Strategic Vision: Torbay`s Unique Environment 

No specific Visitor reference is under this important heading, except at 1.12  [ 5th and 

6th Bullet Points which refer to `major events` implying outside participation] 

 

1.16 (page 5 ) final Bullet Point refers to `Tourism` 

 

1.17  reference to `Tourists and Visitors` 

 

1.22  final Bullet Point refers (exclusively) to `needs of local population` in a context 

which implies the need for a broader vision. 

 

1.24 – 1.31 Indicate the Local Policy context, but includes no comment on season 

adjustment for all the visitors and tourists using facilities. 
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1.46 (page 11)  `Torbay’s visitor population also needs to be taken into account.   It is 

one of the top holiday destinations in the country, attracting in excess of one million 

staying visitors and two million day visitors per year, including many language schools.` 

This is the only key reference which the document makes to external participation, but 

could expand on this in any meaningful way. 

 

Particular note has been taken of the following: 

 

1.47  The key issues arising from analysis of the Population projections are as follows: 

•  The overall population of Torbay will increase in the period 2011-2021 from 131,193 

to 138,831 – an overall increase of +7,638 or +5.8% 

•  The only age groups to increase significantly between 2011 and 2021 are the 0-9, 20-

34 and 70+, with all other age groups seeing a decline in numbers over this period 

•  The majority of population growth between 2011 and 2021 will be in the 70+ age 

group – this is projected to increase by +7,281 or +32.7%. These residents have a much 

lower propensity to participate in sport 

 

1.48 The above indicates that the proportion of residents most likely to participate in 

sport in Torbay is expected to decrease slightly overall in the period 2011-2021 as a 

result of population change. The overall decrease in the ‘active participation’ age range 

(i.e. 5-69 years) is estimated to be -290 or -0.3%, with the 20-34 age range the only 

group within the ‘active participation’ age group to see an increase in numbers in the 

period 2011-2021 of about 1,354 people or 6.9%. These population trends will have 

implications for future provision of sports facilities. 

  

Tables 1 and 2 make interesting reading: 

 

Neither the section of the South West Coastal Path [which runs the length of Torbay], 

nor Torbay`s footpath network get a mention. Torbay`s general open spaces hardly get 

mentioned, and the column headed `Partners` [as in `partnership with`] has been left 

blank.   No reference has been made to the [statutory] Torbay Local Access Forum, 

whose function is `to advise Torbay Unitary Authority as to the improvement of public 

access to land in that area for the purposes of open-air recreation and the enjoyment of 

the area`.[Natural England].   Further, a lot of people just like to have somewhere 

decent to take the dog out for a walk, and no reference appears to exist of the need to 

provide for this also. 

 

2.2 SWIMMING POOLS pages 17 and 18  appears not to recognise or discuss seasonal 

adjustment in usage of facilities. 

 

3.5  Principles - (Page 37 ) This section makes no reference to external participation as a 

factor of facilities` usage , although the penultimate Bullet Point refers to `economic 

regeneration`. 
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TABLE 1 ( Page 39 onwards) = Strategic Priorities & Action Plan 

 

Only page 45, G11 [which refers to `economic regeneration`.] and G12 ` appear to refer 

to `Visitors to Torbay` 

 

Page 60, TB7  refers to `Visitor attractions` and W2 [see Action Required column ] 3rd 

Bullet Point refers to Turning The Tide [Tourism strategy for Torbay] 

 

TABLE 2  ( Page 73 onwards ) only lists sites and comments. 

  

Section 4 (page 81 onwards, which follow TABLE 2) = Implementation, Monitoring & 

Review 

 

Appears to make no reference to Visitors, even though the 2nd Bullet Point of 4.3 refers 

to `supply & demand`. 

 

Conclusion: There is a risk that, although easy to read, the document might be viewed 

as unbalanced possibly partly because of shortcomings in its remit, yet has rightly 

referred in places to Turning The Tide [the Tourism strategy for Torbay] and occasionally 

to `Tourists and Visitors`.   Essentially, it is not clear how far the document is internally 

focused and therefore how far its Methodology & Model have taken overall account of 

seasonal adjustment for usage of facilities.  The document has acknowledged that 

Torbay is one of the top holiday destinations in the country` but might not be seen as 

reflecting this fact  

 

__________________________________ 


